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Students at Strathmore Law School to get access to latest digital evidence management technology
London UK & Nairobi KE, May 23, 2018, CaseLines (http://www.caselines.com) and Strathmore University,
today announced a partnership to provide free access to its digital evidence management platform for
students of Strathmore Law School.
Students will be able to use CaseLines, built on Microsoft’s Azure cloud platform, for free, allowing
them the ability to create their own digital case files for moot court sessions or during their
coursework assignments. Students can invite other parties into the case, such as their opponent, judge
and other observers, showing how parties can collaborate around a single digital case file.
Students will be able to experience first-hand the benefits of digital evidence management and in-court
presentation tools, allowing them more time to focus on their advocacy skills and less time on preparing
paper bundles; giving life to the notion of ‘courts of the future’ from their time in law school.
“We aim at training excellent lawyers; critical thinkers who are able to grasp a better understanding
of justice” commented Luis Franceschi, Dean of Strathmore Law School. “Giving students access to the
latest technology, ensures they emerge with experience of digital technologies, which will set them up
well in their future careers.”
“Our curriculum merges core subjects in legal theory and practice with courses on ethics and
humanities making the student an agent of change in East Africa and beyond. We are determined to achieve
legal excellence in the quest for justice.”
Commenting on this initiative, David Jackson of CaseLines said, “This is an important initiative for
us. CaseLines not only makes the delivery of justice more efficient, it also has an important role to
play in supporting the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals – through the promotion of justice and
strong institutions. Giving the students access to CaseLines and working with our partner Microsoft, will
allow them to experience the future of digital justice, trials and hearings and position them to carry
the flame of innovation into the legal community. They will emerge with experience of digital
technologies, which will set them up well in their future careers.”
Mr Jackson was speaking at the Symposium: Courts of the Future held in Nairobi this week by the
Strathmore Law School.
About Strathmore Law School
Strathmore Law School’s vision is to be a centre renowned for excellence in legal education and
research, guided by a commitment to pursue justice, to cultivate lawyers of professional competence and
moral conviction, and to be the region’s hub for change agents. Students benefit from practical
learning through legal research centres and clinics that have been established within. Strathmore works
closely with local and international law firms of high repute to for job placements, internships and
attachments. Visiting professors are drawn from some of the most prestigious law schools in the world. An
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academic trip abroad is organized for the students of the Law School to get a chance to participate in an
academic trip to Europe that exposes them to various international legal institutions, other prestigious
law schools and gives them a chance to interact with senior international legal practitioners e.g.
judges, prosecutors, defence lawyers etc.
About CaseLines
Netmaster Solutions developer of CaseLines, is the leading global provider of software as a service
(SaaS) for the electronic preparation, collaboration and presentation of evidence/legal bundles,
documentary and video evidence in the court room.
CaseLines enables courts, law firms and corporate legal departments to increase efficiency, reduce costs
and improve productivity. Eliminating the direct and indirect costs of paper and PDFs, CaseLines allows
courtroom presentation of the bundles without the added cost of a courtroom operator.
CaseLines is used in the Supreme Court, Civil and Public Law cases and in the Crown Court Digital Case
System (“CCDCS”) across England & Wales and the dispute resolution authority for the Dubai
International Financial Centre Courts. CaseLines systems hold over 300,000 cases, with over 75 million
pages of evidence.
Founded in 2000 NetMaster Solutions is privately held and headquartered in London, UK with operations
worldwide. For more information visit www.caselines.com (http://www.caselines.com) of follow us on
twitter @CaseLines
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